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Research interests:
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of mortality in the USA in 2019. Surgical
intervention using bypass grafts may be necessary in advanced CVD cases. Autologous vascular
grafts harvested from internal mammary arteries or saphenous veins remain the gold standard for
vascular repairs. However, the accessibility to these grafts may be limited due to the donor site
morbidity of previous use, the patient’s age, and/or the cardiovascular pathology itself. In addition,
this type of graft generally fails ten to 12 years after implantation.
Artificial alternatives are commercially available and have been successfully used. Generally, these
synthetic vascular grafts (SVGs) are composed of e-PTFE or woven/knitted PET fibers with the
patency rates ranging from 40% to 50%. Unfortunately, when applied to small diameter vessels (ID
< 6 mm), these artificial grafts displayed far lower patency. Tissue-engineered vascular grafts
(TEVGs) composed of a naturally-derived scaffold and/or living cells exhibit attractive assets that
can address these limitations.
Our research interest focuses on the development and the characterization of a TEVG composed
of a cell-assembled matrix (CAM) and produced by an innovative textile-based approach.

Areas of Expertise:
• Skin, cardiovascular, and bone tissue
engineering
• Cell sheet technologies used in tissue
engineering

•
•
•
•

Tissue microvascularization and grafting
2D and 3D cell cultures
4D Bioprinting and 3D printing
Biomaterials and medical devices
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